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DHARMA SEAL DISCS
Best cosmetic disc around . Superb sixcolor design on yellow 40 mold 11 9
gram disc, blue 50 mold 141 gram disc
and white 80 mold 165 gram disc. Your
choice of ten designs. The best gift for
the casual player.

RAINBOW ZIPPER DISC/DAY PACK

SPECTRARC® WINDOW PRISM
A unique handcast optical instrument. Its design incorporates
properties of the prism to transform light into rainbow colors and
the principles of lenses to shape and focus the resulting hues. The
adjustable means of suspension enables you to bias the direction.
configuration and number of spectrums projected. Can be mounted
on a wood base for a unique and natural tournament trophy in
keeping with the spirit of disc play.
Comes with informative
booklet, packaged
for gift-giving.

$19 .50

$5 each

This very large disc bag is made of colorful all-cotton canvas. Features flashy rainbow zippered compartment for nesting discs from
165 on down. Deep side pockets with velcro closure. Two inside
pockets - one large for filing papers, one small for coins or wallet.
Double construction on sides and bottom for long wear. Extra
wide, fully adjustable shoulder straps for maximum comfort. Completely washable. Super for all around and on -the-go style where
disc play fits spontaneously into your daily life.
Natural color canvas with contrast color sides and
bottom -select RED, BLUE or GREEN - all with
rainbow zippers.
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ROSE WINDOW
Notre Dame

SHRI YANTRA
Divine Mother, the creative

TAl CHI
Changing Universe
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RAINBOW EARTH
The Planet in Harmony

$27
RAINBOW STAR
Chinese Temple Design

GOLDEN LOTUS
Om is Home

SUN-MOON
Creative-Receptive

WINGED HEART
KALI YANTRA
RAINBOW PENTACLE
Flying to the Divine Tantric meditation diagram
Colorful Star

DISC GOLF BAG
Extra heavy natural canvas golf bag. Saddlebag
style construction featuring adjustable shoulder
strap and two side pockets to hold a 165, 141,
119 and many minis in each. Large center
pouch for silicone spray, gloves, etc., as well as
an inner pocket big enough for wallet or loose
change. Also included is a wide D-ring for
hefty towel attachment. Natural color.
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CLOTH DISC
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$6

That's right, a cloth disc. Great for fearless guts.
Absolutely fearless guts. The most animated disc
around. Soft, washable and reversable ... gives a
whole new dimension to disc play. Makes a great
trainer disc - too much arm and too little wrist
and it won't fly. Stable flight pattern. Designed
for indoor and intimate play. Soft terry cloth.

$9

each

4 COLOR COMBOS:
Midnight Blue
Deep Sea Green
On •the·Beach Sand
Ultra- Violet

VISUAL ILLUSION DISCS
80 mold, 165 gram series, limited edition discs with great potential for collectability .... $7 each
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VARIABLE SPEED
FUSION DISC I
A new concept in disc
play. The purple visual
display on the topside
give definitive information about the Z's
(spin rotation) on the
disc. This makes delays more informative
about spin, direction
and sight centering. As
the spin varies, so does
the pattern you see.

VSF DISC II
PINWHEEL
Second in a series of
visually enchanced
discs where the major
effect comes from
visual fusion of designs.
The rose-colored topside is specifically planned so that a change in
rmps will alter the
design pattern visible.

SPHEROID HABITAT
STEREO KINETIC
Another stereokinetic
DISC I
Red and blue design on type of design done
in
brilliant red on a
a white disc features a
flippy reverse image of white disc. It has total
visual effect when
a tunnel or top when
twirled at 33 1/3 rpms
rotated at pididdle
speed. Note the depth but functions at all
of field when spun at
speeds. For extended
low speeds. A simple
visual display place on
but elegant design.
a record turntable
and invite more eyes
to enjoy.
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DUCHAMP ROTO
RELIEF
A unique double spiral
design in Chinese red
on a white disc. Each
of the two spirals travels at a different
speed but in the same
direction when twirled
or delayed. Also works
great on a record turntable. It's not just for
disc play.

MACH BAND
This orange scorpion
tail design features a
surprising visual display
when twirled. The
stereokinetic design
adds new dimensions
to disc play by animating the visual experience in unexpected
ways. The Mach bands
that appear when spinning are a scientifically
unexplained phenomenon.

©79 tomboda, 2485 Irvine Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92627
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T-SHIRTS
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I start with the finest quality T-shirt availablethe J.C. Penney heavy cotton polo shirt. Then
I hand-dye each shirt into a non-commercially
available color and screen print with one of nine
original, three -color designs. Yes, it is expensive
bu t it's worth it. You can SEE and FEEL the
difference. Polyester is plastic - leave plastic
for the disc - not for the clothes you wear.
Cotton breathes like you do.
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HEAVY COTTON T-SHIR T
S M L XL

$8
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JAM SHORTS

S2.150

These are great shorts for the frisbee player - cut
tight in the waist, loose in the legs. Deep front pockets and elastic waistband. Smooth, comfortable, allcotton fabric. Solid color with contrast stripe on
right pocket.

WIND IS MY ALLY
Sky Blue Shirt
white/navy/violet design
1979 NATIONAL SERIES
Minty Green Shirt
brown/pink/red/white design

IN FLIGHT WE TRUST
Medium Blue Shirt
red/white/blue design

A tool of the trade -you don't just wear it, it's part of your outfit.
Every celestial arts agent knows how to use it. Hand-dyed two-color
22" square made of soft, lightweight cotton guaze. Comes in assorted color combinations, all muted brights. State one favorite color
or be delightfully surprised.

Waist sizes: 28, 30, 32, 34
Navy or Natural

$9
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WARM UP PANTS
Designed with the disc player in mind, these all cotton drawstring
pants are made of medium weight calcutta gauze, featuring very
loose fit, deep front pockets and drawstring at ankles as well as
waist. They're part of the Freestyle outfit for warming it up or
cooling it down. Great for tournament weekend burnouts where
too much sun and action are just part of the scene. Comes in pure
white for the true disc artist to dye or individualize.
Two lengths:
Regular (for players under 6')
X-Tall (for players 6and over)

ME, MY THROW & THEE
Lemony Yellow Shirt
red/orange design

FRISBEE FAMILY
Earthy Tan Shirt
rust/brown design

SERIAL
Aqua Blue Shirt
burgundy/green/navy design
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name
address
city - - - - - - - - - - - - - - s t a t e _ _ _ zip _______
quantity

size

Item

color

mail order
form
price

a mount
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COMMERCIAL
Sun Yellow Shirt
red/blue/white design

......
ULTIMATE
Navy Shirt
white design

BEST TOOL/FAVORITE DREAM
Rose·Red Shirt
3-color design
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CA residents add 6% sales tax

tombodQ
2485 lrvme Avenue, Costa Mesa, CA
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Total of merchandise

Send order and full remittance to:

Postage/handling $1 per item

...
92627
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